
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES VOTING GUIDE ON LIFE 
Where parties stand on LIFE 
These are parties which currently have a sitting member in Queensland, with the exception of the United Australia Party which has  
been included as it is running a candidate in every seat. Our strong recommendation is that regardless of whom you vote for in the  
House of Representatives (the lower house), you always put Labor last and Greens second last (or Greens last and Labor second last).

* “Babies Born Alive Bill” formal title is the Human Rights (Children Born Alive Protection) Bill 2021. The Bill mandates that medical care be given to babies born alive in an abortion.  

PARTY OPPOSES 
ABORTION

SUPPORTS ‘BABIES 
BORN ALIVE BILL’ *

OPPOSES 
EUTHANASIA EXPLANATORY NOTES

KATTER’S AUSTRALIAN PARTY

Consistently 100% pro-life.

 

ONE NATION PARTY
?

ONP has the most comprehensive “Pro-Life” policy against abortion of 
any party in Australia. It includes giving medical care to babies born 
alive in abortion. ONP leadership has advised that all sitting members 
will be required to vote in accordance with this policy.
Euthanasia: The party’s leader, Senator Pauline Hanson, supports 
euthanasia, but the party has advised euthanasia is not party policy 
and members are given a conscience vote on euthanasia matters.

UNITED AUSTRALIA PARTY
? ?

Mr Clive Palmer, the party’s founder, has advised that his party is 
opposed to abortion, but it is unclear to us if all candidates support 
the “Babies Born Alive Bill”. We would assume so, as it’s consistent with 
opposition to abortion. No response on euthanasia question.

LIBERAL NATIONAL PARTY 
? ? ?

Party policy is opposed to abortion, however members are always given 
a conscience vote on this issue. The Prime Minister and Cabinet declined 
to allow the “Babies Born Alive Bill” to come to a vote this term of 
government. Official party policy on euthanasia in the LNP is opposition – 
but the conscience vote is always adhered to for life matters in the LNP.  
In Queensland 10 out of the LNP’s 34 MPs supported legalising euthanasia.

AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY  ? 
Labor’s policy platform supports total decriminalisation of abortion and 
“free” abortions at taxpayer-funded hospitals. Our communications 
with Labor MPs on the “Babies Born Alive Bill” over the past 18 months 
strongly indicate the party is opposed to this life-saving Bill.  
Labor’s policy platform is pro-euthanasia.

THE AUSTRALIAN GREENS
   Greens are even worse than Labor on life issues. They also want to 

nationalise (i.e. make public) all Christian and private hospitals and  
make all hospitals provide free abortions.

Please turn over for SENATE
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STEP 1

STEP 2

To help achieve a pro-life Senate we strongly recommend voting below the line.

Below the line number these candidates 1 to 3 in your order of choice
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Below the line number these candidates who are next best on life issues 4 to 12 in your order of choice

Top 3 pro-life candidates

To vote below the line at least twelve (12) candidates must be selected and numbered 1 to 12 
clearly written in the box beside each candidate's name.  

These three candidates are consistently pro-life on both abortion and euthanasia matters and have been the most pro-active
 pro-life politicians in the Australian Parliament in recent years. 

Please turn over for House of Reps


